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Abstract

E-commerce development and applications have been bringing the Internet to business and marketing and reforming our current business styles and processes. The rapid development of the Web, in particular, the introduction of the semantic web and web service technologies, enables business processes, modeling and management to enter an entirely new stage. Traditional web based business data and transactions can now be analyzed, extracted and modeled to discover new business rules and to form new business strategies, let alone mining the business data in order to classify customers or products. In this paper, we investigate and analyze the business integration models in the context of web services using a micro-payment system because a micro-payment system is considered to be a service intensive activity, where many payment tasks involve different forms of services, such as payment method selection for buyers, security support software, product price comparison, etc. We will use the micro-payment case to discuss and illustrate how the web services approaches support and transform the business process and integration model.

1. Introduction

Use of the Internet has reshaped people’s life in many ways. At the beginning, people use the Web as a huge information repository to search for what they need. Nowadays, people do much more on the Web. They advertise, they publish articles, they play games, they go shopping, and they even gamble. Two decades ago, people started doing business through the Internet. EDI (electronic data exchange) has been a standard for transferring data in order to classify customers or products. EDI, which is established in the 1980s, is a standard for exchanging business documents electronically. It provides a means of exchanging business documents between trading partners. EDI allows companies to exchange business documents with their trading partners in a standardized format. This facilitates the exchange of information between different organizations and reduces the cost and time involved in manual data entry. Nowadays, the Internet and the Web are reshaping people’s business life. These terms, like e-commerce, e-procurement, e-payment, e-marketplace, have illustrated a large number of different requirements, which need to be met in various e-business models and technologies [9]. In this paper, we attempt to investigate the business process and models in the context of web services.

1.1. Business process and integration model

The rapid development of the Web, in particular, the introduction of the semantic web and web service technologies enables business processes, models, and patterns to enter an entirely new stage. Traditional web based business data and transactions can now be extracted and modeled to discover business rules and business strategies, let alone mining the business data in order to classify customers or products.

A nowadays business model is a very complicated system which, in general, consists of information processing, collaborative work, enterprise analysis, and service management. These components represent a horizontal view of the business structure, while the service management component itself also provides a refinement mechanism that can be roughly expressed in three intersectional facets in vertical dimension, that is, business level, component level, and functional level. At the business level, we describe general business objectives and requirements. At the component level we refine the business objectives into a number of concepts or processes, which are modeled in information system development. These concepts or processes can be further decomposed. At the functional level, we focus on mainly on implementation issues. The high level components are now described in various functions and programming modular.

Most of the web services components are those of
concepts, processes, or functions. For example, the services, described in OWL-S, have an ontology, which contains service profile, service process, and service grounding. Here the service profile provides the concepts describing the service, such as business contacts, the service process describes how the service works (including input and output parameters), which is very close to function description of the service [8]. Another issue proposed in [11] suggests viewing software components as services. This concept is significant in the sense of modeling, communicating, and composing services. However, it is quite difficult to build up a repository to manage this huge number of software components.

The induction of the semantic web methodology, such as ontology definition, gives us a powerful tool to describe the meaning of business processes, business structures, and business rules. It is more useful to build up various specific ontologies for business objects within a business organization, such as personnel, products, and management hierarchies. For example, to model the access rights for business, RBAC has been produced [2].

1.2. Web service issues

Web Service is a piece of software that makes itself available over the Web and uses a standardized XML messaging system [1]. Its significance lies in composition of software for various purposes for users who attempt to accomplish certain tasks with the composed services through the Web. A web based application system requires various software components, such as security supporting programs and payment methods, to work together to accomplish the required tasks. In other words, it is required that a dynamic construction of various related services and software be performed to meet a particular user’s specific need.

Many pieces of such software exist in the Web. The Web Services methods provide various supporting facilitates to describe the software for sharing and reuse. Among others, there are two issues significant for a web based application system development. The first is service description and selection of software components. Web Service Description Language (WSDL) and Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) are proposed standards for software component description. The purpose of the description is for the users to select the right and suitable software components. The second is service integration or composition of the selected software components. The integration issue is based on the service description. During the integration process, the service components, which fit together to serve the users requirements, are composed to form the unified software for particular tasks.

In this paper, a web based application system, the micro-payment system, is a software and service intensive activity, where many payment tasks involve different forms of services, such as payment method selection for buyers, security support software, product price comparison, etc. Using the web service technology will greatly enhance the quality and performance of the micro-payment system.

1.3. Business model for micro-payments

A key business issue to apply the micro-payment techniques in the context of web services is that more and more services distributed over the Web will be organized dynamically to meet a given task by a user. These services are comprised by a collection of software components or functions from various sources. Together with the data and resources provided (and changed) by the content/service providers, the services or software pieces will be also charged. For example, a customer may like to know the one day cost for her mobile phone when she was abroad.

Currently, the description of a service mainly focuses on its simple semantic description and ontology using UDDI, and profiles and processes using WSDL. While payment is concerned, a suitable description for services in terms of business processes and transactions is dispensable. In [4], BPEL4WS has been developed for description of business processes for web services. However, to implement semantic description in web services modeling and hence to represent the business objectives and transactions is crucial because we need to compose web services to form a greater task for a given goal where the description for payment is considered to be a dynamic part of the composition process of web services.

1.4. Paper overview

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe general business integration model, focusing on business integration model, business ontologies, and integration issues. Then, in section 3, we describe the case of micro-payment, discussing its procedure, system, and components. We will also discuss what the business process model issues are considered. In section 4, the web service approaches to the business model of micro-payment system are discussed, where we propose some business service patterns and semantic description model for micro-payment systems. Finally we conclude the paper in section 6 by proposing our future work in this direction.
2. The business integration model

According to [4], a business process model can be viewed to be a formal definition of composing objects, which provides the description of the behavior and interactions of a process instance relative to its partners and resources through Web services interfaces. It provides a standard XML language to express business processes consisting of functions defined. The business process model considers both design and runtime uses. At design time, development or modeling tools can use, import, or export the proposed models and objects, allowing business analysts to specify processes and developers to refine them and bind process steps to specific service implementations. At the runtime, its business workflow engine can use the models and objects to control the execution of processes, and invoke the services required to implement them.

From the viewpoint of business integration, the business process model describes a set of requirements for an integration framework that enables the high level requirements and the low level functions to match each other. Through web services support, a business process can be effectively mapped into their functions via a logical process model. The business process can be exported and translated into the business workflow and functions, which are further implemented as web services. In a distributed environment, web services are used to enable the business integration technology, so un-interoperable software components can work together.

One of the goals of web services is universal interoperability between applications by using web standards. The Business Integration technology can be used for this purpose, to deliver a loosely coupled integration model, allowing flexible integration of heterogeneous systems within an enterprise or in a variety of domains, including a business-to-business or business-to-consumer process model.

2.1. Business integration model

The business integration consists of four components, Information processing, Collaboration, Enterprise modeling, and Service self-management, which can be further decomposed into business functions. These four components are generally described as follows:

- Information processing component is to handle various sources of data from the service providers and aggregate the data for the end users. The Web services technology will be used to make the content of the data available to the customers.
- Collaboration component is to deal with the individuals, programs, and organizations to work together to make payment transactions done. Access controls and management are the key issue, which should be processed in the Web Services infrastructure.
- Enterprise component is to handle the business processes, systems requirements, and basic services for the payment systems. The entire business value chain will be modeled and supported by using the Web Service technology.
- Service self-management component is to deal with all the services that provide support to the above three components. The services will be selected and integrated based on the availability and on-demand principles.

2.2. Ontologies

As depicted in Fig. 1, the business ontology group contains four specific ontologies, which inherit the characteristics from the upper level ontology. These four ontologies, described below, attempt to represent various dimensions in a business process and integration model.

- Service ontology provides various ontologies for the application domains. These domain ontologies vary from one application to another. For example, payment service has its own payment ontology, while messaging service provides its specific messaging ontology.
- Task ontology provides conceptual description for various flows, which express the relationships between business tasks and their sub-tasks.
- Organization ontology describes structural conceptions and relationships. It contains departmental issues, personnel issues, across-organizational issues, and various internal and external agent issues.
- Economy and finance ontology is actually a specific ontology for our application case, the micro-payment system. Its aim is to indicate that it is the business ontology beyond the business domain.

Fig. 1 Ontology group for web based business system
2.3. Integration issues

The integration issues involve the following four aspects, i.e., platform integration, ontology integration, virtual organization, and metadata model integration.

- Platform integration deals with integration of various platforms, such as e-Wallet in mobile devices, server-managers, and web service interfaces.
- Ontology integration considers different views represented in different ontologies. Examples of these ontologies, include those given in the above section.
- Virtual organization indicates a collaborative work required in order to accomplish a given task. For example, a payment transaction may need to co-use the micro-payment method and credit card payment method.
- Metadata model integration copes with different representations of business requirements and functions due to using different metadata modeling languages, such as RDF, OWL, WSRF, WML.

3. Case Study: a Micro-payment system

Let us consider how a micro-payment system works, see Fig. 2. We assume that all transactions take place over the Internet. Similar to ordinary marketplace, where people visit, select, and buy things, now we have an electronic marketplace. You can enter the e-marketplace, choose what you want and pay for them. Consequently, there are at least two basic components. One is a collection of goods (probably services or pieces of information) in the e-marketplace. The other is a wallet holding some money (usually small amount) enabling you to pay for your purchase. This wallet is called electronic wallet or e-wallet. As a matter of fact, there are another three parties involved in the e-marketplace and micro-payment. The first one is Internet Service Providers (ISPs), which enable you to connect to the Internet, such as telecom companies. The second one is Internet Content Providers (ICPs), which provide products, goods, services, or other items for buyers [3, 6]. The third one is a bank or a financial unit to certify the wallet you hold is valid and has a certain amount of electronic cash (e-money).

3.1. System structure

A micro-payment system consists of these components: an e-wallet, a billing system at ISP/bank, and a billing system at merchant. In the following, we describe these components and their connections.

The e-wallet component itself has three parts: an Internet connection to ISP and ICP, a small billing mechanism, and an interactive interface. The Internet connection allows it to access the required certificate data from ISP or a bank (of course, ISP has already provided the user the Internet services) when necessary, and to ICP for shopping. The small billing mechanism (compared with the large billing system maintained at the ISP side) lets the user know how much he has spent and how much left in the e-wallet. The mechanism also provides a list of items the user has bought and other related information. The interactive interface allows the user to communicate with the system, for example, login messages.

3.2. Transaction flows

In this section, we describe a collection of possible certificate transactions between the micro-payment parties. See Fig. 3. First of all, we assume that the buyer’s wallet, which has been initially certified by the ISP or bank, holds some e-money. This is called pre-certify payment. When a buyer has chosen some item to buy, by a click of payment, he issues a “certify payment” to ICP. Then ICP sends a message of “certify check” to ISP. This is the first round of certificate, from buyer, to ISP, and to ICP.

ISP checks the buyer’s ID and the amount the buyer has in his wallet. If the buyer’s ID is correct and the amount is sufficient for this payment, the ISP sends a message “certify reply” back to the ICP. This is the second round of certificate, from buyer, to ISP,
and to ICP. When the ICP gets “yes” from the ISP, it delivers the item to the buyer.

During the second round, the ISP, in this order, updates the billing records at the buyer’s wallet, its own billing records, and the ICP’s billing records.

If the buyer’s ID is wrong or the amount is not sufficient, the ISP will send messages to both the buyer and the ICP, informing “no certify reply”.

Fig. 3 Transaction flow among Micro-Payment components

3.3. Payment description

In the micro-payment system, data transfer through the Internet is most important. Therefore, how to describe the transferring data so that such description can meet the current and future requirements of the Internet data exchange and maintenance is critical. Since W3C proposed XML to be a standard for various data representation in the Web, XML has been widely accepted and used for description of a great variety of the Web resources. XML has the advantages of extensibility, separation of content from presentation, strict syntax, well-formedness, etc.

Recently, based on the XML specifications, a particular markup language specification for describing micro-payment is proposed to W3C [15]. This specification provides an extensible way to embed in a Web page all the information necessary to initialize a micro-payment (amounts and currencies, payment systems, etc.). This embedding allows different micro-payment electronic wallets to coexist in an interoperable manner.

This specification defines a set of tags for description of payment related information to be transferred on the Web.

3.4. Business process in Micro-payment

The micro-payment system provides us a good case where various business issues have occurred. From the end users (such as buyers) and the experts in the finance domain, the requirements for the system are usually very general, informal, and less precise but very critical and essential. These requirements directly motivate business process and high-level service description, as well as various subjects and concepts, on one hand.

On the other hand, the micro-payment system development requires a large number of existing and reusable software components and data sources. These software components and data sources are available in various types of services via the web. An effective description framework for the business integration model is indispensable because we need these services to match our goals and these services must be coupled and integrated together in order to accomplish a given task.

Still another aspect is the middle level requirements and description, which is also modeled using the business process and integration model. In this model, we need to specify the business tasks and workflows, which are representing the general users’ requirements and objectives, embodying the business strategies, structure, and nature, and motivating the functional and dynamic requirements and specifications for the software components and data structures.

In brief, from the micro-payment case, it is quite obvious that the business process and integration model with web services mechanism is required to describe a vertical business refinement process as well as a horizontal integration process. In the next section, we will discuss how these issues are coped with under the web services.

4. Web Service in the business model of micro-payment

In this section, we will discuss how web services will support the business process and integration model in the micro-payment case. Micro-payment is a complex, software component based, distributed system. It involves different parties for different functions. To accomplish one micro-payment transaction, many services are required, such as setting up appropriate security channels, checking the payer’s identity, making daily purchase records. These business services form different patterns [12], serving different users’ requirements and purposes. In order to describe the businesses and services in a semantic rich manner, we need to build up a semantic description framework for the business services. This framework is also used to describe the end user’s requirements and profile. In the following we will first discuss the semantic description framework for web services, and then illustrate the three aspects of business services: business combination patterns, semantic description, and requirements matching.

4.1. Semantic description framework

The proposed semantic description framework model, based on the W3C recommendation – RDF
and RDF, contains the following components: a characteristic based semantic description modeling component for representing the businesses and general services; a process based description modeling component for expressing service functions and processes; a structured requirement modeling component to represent the end users’ requirements and requests, as well as their profiles. In addition, we also use an ontology model for representing the business ontology and service ontology, where the domain knowledge is structurally expressed.

The semantic description framework contains three major components: a semantic descriptor, a pattern constructor, and a user request formation. The semantic descriptor is for business, service, and function description. As we discussed earlier, business description specifies business services and services specifies service functions. In addition, ontology support for general business and service is also maintained within this component.

The pattern constructor uses the service and pattern repository to collect the matched services discovered through matchmaking and semantic mapping mechanism to form the three services patterns, integration, aggregate, and composite. For the integration pattern, the service function description will be critical because to couple different services together to form a chain of services for a specific purpose requires accurate function specifications.

![Fig. 4 The integrated architecture for services](image)

The user request formation is to apply the criteria supplied from the semantic description framework and the ontology structure to re-structure the user requests, so that the requests will bring more semantics for later matchmaking with the service description within the registry component. Currently we are developing a graph matching algorithm, in which a user request is seen as a sub-graph and the service description schema is considered to be a big service graph [7].

4.2. Business combination patterns

In a payment environment, the users are using a number of payment services, for example pay-by-e-cash, pay-by-e-wallet, pay-by-e-card, or using payment services provided by different service providers. Each payment method can be decomposed into a number of services. These services and sub-services will work together in one way or another to meet the users’ requirements. These working ways are considered to follow certain kind of service patterns.

Service patterns suggest some forms that services are organized to serve certain purposes or to accomplish certain tasks. Such form or model is peculiarly significant in the situations where many distributed services are linked, integrated, coordinated, and cooperated together with their data sources and even human power sources for achieving a tremendous target. These situations or organizations are called “virtual organization”.

These service patterns can be considered to be in these three forms, a service integration pattern, a service aggregate pattern, and a service composite pattern. The service integration pattern maintains a set of services or software which is organized in parallel. When a service request comes, a “broker” checks the requirements of the request and finds a most suitable one to meet the request. To the users, it appears as if there were only one service, for example, payment service, that the users need to know.

The service composite pattern has been widely discussed and is mainly considered to be a line of services. Each service is dependent on its preceded service to provide inputs and supplies outputs to its follower. A special situation is that one service may request or call another service in order to fulfill its own tasks. The key issue here is dynamic composite of services with a secure or fault tolerant mechanism.

The service aggregate pattern indicates the situations where a set of services available but one of them is selected according to the users’ requirements. These services almost serve the same purposes and do the same functions. Their difference may lie in for example, low cost but light security support, better usability but less functionality, etc. This pattern emphasizes more on service availability whereas the composite pattern focuses on-demands.

How to develop these business patterns for payments is heavily dependent on a good semantic description method, which can provide rich semantics for services and better information exchange through the Web. The aim to propose these patterns is to suggest some business models of payments that better serve the users with web service techniques.

4.3. Service description

According to the triangle architecture for web services [13, 14], a web service involves three
parties, a registry where the service is registered and “described”, a service provider that also provides service specifications, a service consumer or user that makes service request together with sort of service description. The service description mainly contains business description and service description. The business description is about the business situation of the service provider and the service description is about the services that the business is providing. The proposed semantic description framework aims at improving the business services with richer semantics for better matching between the users requirements and the service description.

**Payment service description.** We attempt to maintain a semantic description framework to provide full description for a payment service. The framework will include a static part, which describes general transactions methods and general payment processes, and a dynamic part, which stipulates operations such as match bindings, etc. Following is an example of the semantic description framework (static part) for payment transaction.

A transaction object includes transaction ID, transaction description, transaction properties, and transaction ontology. Transaction ID is the unique number for the transaction, which is used to identify the transaction. Transaction Description is a short description for the transaction for human understanding and NL semantic processing. Transaction Properties are RDF based description for the transaction. The properties include, for example, name, relationships with other transactions, transaction types, etc. Transaction ontology describes a set of hierarchical structures, such as conceptual taxonomy, process hierarchy structure, etc.

In Fig. 5, we illustrate a payment object with its description elements. The description is based on RDF. The pay object is related to a number of values through the properties like “From” and “To”. It is also related to a function property, called “PAY”. The object is about a “previous” payment, which includes the payment amount, payment methods and security requirements. The above description fragment is, however, our first attempt to formalize the description for payment transactions.

![Fig. 5 A description model for payment object](image)

**Service function description.** Service function is currently not well very described part within service description but it is a useful part for improving the user requirement matches. As it is difficult for a business to provide a description of its services meeting some normalized form, they are in most cases written in natural languages with very informal structures. In our framework, we also propose a formal specification for service function description. This formal description mainly concerns that the services accomplish what tasks, perform what processes, possess what features, and involve what other processes and services. For example, the functions for a payment service include access checking, identity verification, accounting, clearance, etc.

**User request description.** As a most important party in business service, the users description will heavily influence the quality of requirement matching. However, this work is now still left to the end users. The end users have to input some keywords and select some ontology terms for an application domain to a service registry in order to search for the services they request. In most cases, the users do not know their exact requirements for services and even do not know how to structurally form their requirements. Their expression of requests can be very vague and ambiguous. To support the end users with their payment requests, for example, the users’ requirements can be transferred in a certain structure together with their profiles.

Suppose that a user wants to download a single song from a Web-based music shop and pays 50 cents for it. The user may demand a payment service for this transaction using his “e-wallet” and to be “secure”. His “e-wallet” provides e-cash, e-card, phone-bill account. By “secure” he means that a security channel should be set in SSL. According to these requirements, a payment service is searched against the service registry and a matchmaker mechanism is performed to find a best match. Here we need to emphasize that to structure the users’ requirements and to use a semantic framework to describe the users’ profile is extremely important. The users’ profile helps us with good understanding of “secure”.

4.4. Service integration

Initially, the service integration process is to search and find the services from the service registry according to the users’ requests. However, the users’ requests are currently expressed only in terms of service names or keywords. Many approaches have been proposed to enrich the semantics for the services to meet the users’ requirements [5, 7, 14]. The main feature of the approaches is to introduce ontological structure for description of services and businesses. For example, in order to provide more semantic support to the description and search of services in the service registry, a set of mapping rules
can be established between the user query entries described by the semantic description framework and the service registry. Each service description item is also mapped into a registry entry. The ontology model can be used to identify services and therefore a richer semantic description for businesses and services, as well as the users requirements can be achieved using the semantic framework.

The semantic description is useful also in matching techniques, which are used for finding required services or selecting a best match among a number of service candidates. Currently, we are investigating a formal match method, which we call graph match. Suppose that $a$ and $b$ are two service nodes with an edge $ab$ indicating a possible relationship, say, $a$ depending-on $b$, between them and $G$ is a service description schema. There may be a sub-graph $G'$ in $G$ which contains nodes $a$ and $b$, as well as a chain of edges linking $a$ and $b$, which contains $ab$. With support from the semantic relativity approach [11] and large number of services available, this graph match technique will be more effective for selection of best services.

5. Conclusion

Through an application case to analyze business models, we can see clearly the various components in the business model. In this paper, we have generally proposed a business process and integration model initiated by IBM [4] with a view of web services technology, which will extend the business infrastructure. Through an analysis of the development of micro-payment we described some business and service patterns for the business model of micro-payment system. We believe that with gradual deployment of web services technique, business integration model and its implementation can be better achieved as web services will well bridge the gap between the general business requirements and the descriptions of software components and functions.

However, as this is our initial investigation we have realized that there are many holes in the model. For instance, the stream of vertical refinement is unclear to us yet. We know, the process of turning a general end users’ requirement into a business process description is very difficult, let alone defining a model or framework to introduce a formal and precise method for this process. Nevertheless, we consider this is a move.

Our next step is to study further business models with web services and investigate how the web services methodologies will support business process and integration. More concretely, we will pursue the work in the following three aspects. First, we will develop a semantic based web service description model, which is able to cope with both high level requirements and low level functions. Second, we intend to describe a workflow or business process in this description model. Third, we will build a business and service pattern repository where each pattern corresponds to a pool of software components and functions.
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